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ABSTRACT In order to realize peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions between electric vehicles (EVs) in vehicle-

to-grid (V2G) networks, we propose an EV power trading model based on blockchain and smart contract.

Firstly, based on the blockchain and smart contract technology, a decentralized power trading model is pro-

posed to realize the information equivalence and transparent openness of power trading. Then, considering

the randomness and uncertainty of EV charging and discharging, the EV trading parties use the reverse

auction mechanism based on dynamic pricing strategy to complete the transaction matching, which can not

only improve the profit of the less competitive power seller, but also it can reduce the cost of the electricity

purchaser. Finally, in order to verify the feasibility of our proposed scheme, V2G’s EV power trading smart

contract was designed, and the smart contract was released to Ethereum and simulated experiments were

carried out. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is verified by simulation experiments and comparison

with traditional power trading schemes.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, decentralization, reverse auctions, smart contract, V2G.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of various technologies in electric

vehicles(EVs), the number of EVs and charging stations con-

tinues to climb, and a large number of independently decided

EV users participate in electrical trading. Compared with tra-

ditional cars, EVs have obvious advantages in environmental

protection and energy saving [1]. EVs can buy electricity at

low valley, and sell electricity at peak times, so that achieving

the role of ‘‘shaving peaks and eliminating valleys’’ [2].

It is extremely important to design an effective EV trading

mechanism in V2G network research.

Traditional centralized electrical trading relies on trusted

third parties, and there are problems such as single point of

failure and privacy leakage [3]–[5]. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to design a safe, efficient, transparent, information-

symmetrical trading model and trading method. Recently,

a promising blockchain technologywith advantages of decen-

tralization, security, and trust has been introduced for electric-

ity trading. Satoshi Nakamoto [6] proposed the blockchain

in 2008 and successfully applied it to the financial sector.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Vigna K Ramachandaramurthy.

Blockchain technology collectively maintains a reliable dis-

tributed database in a decentralized and de-trusted manner,

eliminating the need for trusted third parties to address the

high cost, inefficiency, and insecure data storage of traditional

centralized organizations. Blockchain provides protection for

EVs power centering transactions in V2G, which enables

electricity trading to be executed in decentralized, transpar-

ent, and secure market environments [7]. It is very impor-

tant to establish reliable, autonomous and automatic power

trading between EVs by using blockchain and smart contract

in V2G. It greatly improves energy efficiency, reduces man-

agement costs, and achieves efficient operation of the energy

Internet.

Blockchain distributed power trading has attracted

widespread attention from scholars. In a parking lot or

charging station, EVs with bidirectional chargers can

trade electricity in a localized peer-to-peer (P2P) manner

(e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle) [8], [9]. Gai et al. [10] proposed a

privacy-preserving based on consortium blockchain energy

trading model in smart grid. However, the main research

issue is using blockchain to protect the privacy of energy

transactions, which does not participate in the trading pro-

cess. To solve the security settlement problem brought by
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FIGURE 1. Decentralized network architecture in V2G.

distributed energy transaction, theoretical research on decen-

tralized power trading based on blockchain technology in

energy Internet was introduced [11]. Luo et al. [12] pro-

posed a power transaction architecture based on multi-agent

alliance (MAS), which use blockchain as the contract set-

tlement system. In [13], a new hybrid blockchain storaging

mode was designed. Anish et al. [14] proposed a blockchain

based edge-as-a-service framework for secure energy trad-

ing in software defined networking (SDN)-enabled V2G

environment. The scheme based on blockchain consensus

mechanism that ensure the safety of the distributed energy

trading. Yu et al. [15] proposed a blockchain-based P2P

energy transaction model to provide distributed solutions

for energy trading. However, the power transactions in the

energy Internet proposed in [12]–[15] does not involve the

power transaction of EVs. In [16], a localized P2P power

trading model for local power trading between plug-in hybrid

electric vehicles (PHEVs) was proposed in smart grids.

In addition, the electricity price and trading power of PHEVs

are solved by an iterative double auction mechanism. How-

ever, the power grid participation is not considered [16].

A blockchain-based secure energy transaction method uses

SDN as the underlying architecture to reduce communication

and computational overhead of network resources [17].

Motivated by these developments, we exploit the

blockchain technology to develop a secure P2P electric-

ity trading system. We introduce smart contract into V2G

power trading, designs V2G EV trading smart contract,

build a practical V2G power trading platform, and realizes

P2P electric energy trading of EVs in V2G networks. The

decentralized transaction model solves the problem of low

efficiency and high market influence of the trading cen-

ter, and the Pareto improvement is realized through system

self-balancing. Blockchain technology makes decentralized

energy trading without relying on a trusted third party,

which ensure fairness, transparency and non-discrimination.

Moreover, since electricity pricing along with the amount of

traded electricity among EVs need to be optimized, an reverse

auctionmechanism is presented tomaximize social welfare in

the system. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed

scheme and the optimality of the mechanism, we test the

designed smart contract on the Ethereum private chain and

conducts simulation experiments.

The primary contribution of the paper can be summarized

as follows:

1) We establish a private blockchain based on aggregators

to audit and verify transaction records among EVs.

2)We design a localized P2P electricity trading model with

private blockchain to achieve trustful and secure electricity

trading.

3) To optimize electricity pricing and the amount of traded

electricity among EVs, a reverse auction mechanism is pro-

posed to maximize social welfare while protecting privacy

of EVs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce

the decentralized power trading model in Section II. Decen-

tralized trading rules based on reverse auctions are elaborated

in Section III. In Section IV, we verify the validity of the

smart contract through experiments. We summarize our work

in Section V.

II. DECENTRALIZED TRADING MODEL

A. DECENTRALIZED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE IN V2G

In the V2G network in which EVs participate, the purchase

demand and electric energy reserves of EVs have strong

randomness and volatility, so flexible mechanisms are needed

to achieve real-time balance between supply and demand.

Figure 1 shows the decentralized V2G architecture we

designed. After all the charging EVs submit their own

demand information to the smart grid, the aggregator sends

the demand information to the discharging EVs. Then,

the discharging EVs return their own energy information to
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FIGURE 2. P2P electricity trading using ether in V2G.

the aggregator. Finally, the charging EVs and the discharging

EVs complete the transaction with the participation of the

aggregator, and the unfilled charging EVs are powered by

smart grid.

Figure 2 shows the P2P electricity trading using ether in

V2G we designed. EVs first select their own roles according

to the electricity demand and energy status. Charging EVs

request energy from discharging EVs, energy bidding and

trading through a reverse auction mechanism. After that,

the charging EVs pay ether to the discharging EVs.

EV power trading in V2G include the following entities:

1) ELECTRIC VEHICLES

EVs play different roles in V2G power trading, including

charging EVs, discharging EVs and idle EVs. According to

the current state of energy and drive plan, each EV chooses

their own role.

2) AGGREGATOR

As an energy broker, aggregators provide power and wireless

communication service access points for EVs. Charging EVs

send requests for power demand to the nearest aggregator.

Aggregators count local electricity demand and announce this

demand to local EVs. EVs with surplus power supply prices

to aggregators. As an auctioneer, aggregators conduct reverse

auctions in EV transactions to complete the matching of EVs’

electricity transactions.

3) SMART METER

Each charging post with a built-in smart meter calculates and

records real-time trading power. The charging EV pays to the

discharging EV according to the record in the smart meter.

4) POWER COMPANY

Power companies provide electricity and electricity sales ser-

vices for EVs.

5) ETHER

The currency is used by EVs to trade with the grid or

other EVs.

6) CHARGING PILE

Blockchain node.

B. SECURITY CONSTRAINTS

There is a dynamic balance between the distributed power

supply and EVs. The decentralized tradingmechanism allows

for flexible trading between EVs, and eliminate the deviation

between the actual power supply (or load) of the distributed

power supplier and the EV and the power generation plan.

Finally, the balance of the power flow the distribution net-

work is realized.

Restrictions:

(1) Distribution network flow equation











1P = Pi − Ui
∑Nb

j=1
Uj(Gijcosδij + Bijsinδij)

1Q = Qi − Ui
∑Nb

j=1
Uj(Gijsinδij + Bijcosδij)

(1)

where: there are Nb nodes in the distribution network, 1Pi
is active power unbalance of the i-th node, 1Qi is reactive

power unbalance of the i-th node; Ui is voltage amplitude, Pi
is active power, Qi is reactive power; Gij is the conductance

of the branch between nodes i and j, Bij the susceptance of the

branch between nodes i and j, δij is the phase angle difference

between branches between nodes i and j.

(2) Branch flow constraint

{

Pmini ≤ Pi +1Pi ≤ P
max
i

Qmini ≤ Qi +1Qi ≤ Q
max
i

(2)

In equation (2), the active power and reactive power transmit-

ted by each branch must satisfy the upper and lower bounds

of its transmission power.

(3) Node voltage constraint

Umin
i ≤ Ui ≤ U

max
i (3)

Because EVs may cause local power overload when charging

at the same node, it is necessary to consider the voltage ampli-

tude constraints of each node of the distribution network.

(4) EV charging and discharging constraint

Ni(t) ≤ N
max
i (4)

In each node, the number of EVs controlled is always less

than the number of dispatchable EVs.

C. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY AND ETHEREUM

SMART CONTRACT TECHNOLOGY

As an open, distributed ledger, blockchain can be perma-

nent and verifiable manner to effectively record transactions

between the parties, each block contains a cryptographic
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hash of the previous block, a timestamp and transaction data

(typically represented as a root hash MERKLE) [18]. The

smart contract function is to allow trusted transactions to be

executed without a third party [19]. These transactions are

traceable and irreversible. The purpose of smart contract is to

provide security that is superior to traditional contract law and

to reduce other transaction costs associated with contracts.

Smart contract is primarily used for general purpose comput-

ing purposes on blockchains or distributed ledgers.

Ethereum [20] is a distributed computing platform and

operating system based on blockchain. It has a smart con-

tract (script) function. It supports modified versions of the

Nakamoto Consensus through transaction-based state transi-

tions. Ethereum is written in the complete Turing language,

including seven different programming languages. Develop-

ers use the language to create and publish applications that

they know run inside Ethereum. In Ethereum, all smart con-

tract is publicly stored on each node of the blockchain, which

creates costs. As a blockchain, this means that Ethereum is

safe by design and is an example of a distributed computing

system with high Byzantine fault tolerance.

A complete P2P electricity trading among EVs has not

yet been established. There is now a credible risk, mainly

reflected in the fact that data such as transactions and set-

tlements are stored in the grid center server, and the data

is easily damaged during backup, storage, transmission, and

transaction. At the same time, because of its storagemode and

characteristics, it is vulnerable to attack and tampering, which

reduces the credibility. Therefore, the use of blockchain

technology multi-party collaboration, data traceability and

immutability of blockchain, to improve the transparency and

controllability of EVs in the entire process of trading, settle-

ment and so on.

EV trading in V2G has problems such as opaque infor-

mation, undisclosed rules, mutual trust in data and trading

modes, inflexible power trading methods, large number of

power transactions, unfixed trading hours, and large trans-

action amount randomness. Based on the blockchain to con-

struct a decentralized power trading model, using blockchain

technology multi-party cooperation, P2P communication,

data traceability and immutability of blockchain, set up a

good credit bridge for EV power trading, and realize EV

power decentralization, traceability, transaction transparency,

non-tamperable, P2P transactions, and refined and precise

transaction management requirements in V2G.

At present, electronic contracts use digital certificates. This

method is costly and inefficient, which seriously restricts

the smooth development of EV power trading business in

V2G. In the future, EVs will participate in more and more

electric power transactions. The number of EVs may reach

one million. If traditional digital certificates are still used,

the cost of digital certificates will reach millions. We use the

electronic signature of the blockchain-based identity voucher

method to construct a low-cost legally valid blockchain

electronic contract, which can greatly improve the efficiency

of electronic contract circulation and reduce the cost of

certificate construction and management.

Recently, the clearing and settlement process of electricity

transactions are separate, and the grid adopts the monthly

statement method of nissin. The clearing and settlement of

trades need to be checked by people, which greatly reduces

the trading efficiency and risks of mistakes. We use smart

contract technology, after the completion of the transaction,

according to the completion of the transaction and electronic

contracts, will take the initiative to clear and settle, greatly

improve the efficiency of the transaction, improve the credi-

bility of the transaction.

The charging EV will release the electricity demand infor-

mation on the blockchain, and the multiple discharging EVs

with the demand information will write the response informa-

tion and price on the block chain. Blockchain match charging

EVs and discharging EVs automatically. After successful

matching, sign the power contract. After the transaction,

blockchain is settled according to the rules.

Because Ethereum has the characteristics of decentraliza-

tion and Turing, it provides a good support for building V2G

trading platform among EVs. We have designed a smart con-

tract for EV power trading based on reverse auction. It serves

as a core part of the EV power trading platform.

D. PROOF-OF-AUTHORITY

Proof-of-Authority (PoA) is a set of authorization nodes

responsible for generating new blocks and block validation.

Each privileged node continuously performs a hash calcu-

lation to find a block header whose hash value is smaller

than a specific value, and the block header includes a Pre-

Hash, a local node address, a block sequence number, and a

nonce. When the node finds the block header that satisfies the

condition, it broadcasts the block header to network, and all

nodes receive the broadcast for verification. If the verification

passes, the block header in the broadcast is used as the data

source, and N random nodes are randomly selected from

the privileged nodes, and all the privileged nodes determine

whether they are N random nodes. If you are one of the

previous N-1 nodes, sign the block header with your private

key, and broadcast the signature to network. If you are the

Nth node, use this block header to construct a new block

that contains as many transactions as possible during this

period. The signature of the previous N-1 privileged node

also has its own signature of the hash value of the complete

blockchain. The complete block after this signature is then

broadcast to network. All nodes are validated after receiv-

ing the complete block information. If verified, the block

is considered to be a legal new block, and add it to the

blockchain. If the block belongs to the longest chain, use it as

the previous block and go back to the original step. Otherwise,

it is discarded.

PoA has the following advantages: 1) Effectively allevi-

ate the congestion problem of Ethereum, generate blocks

every 5 seconds, and can process 1.5 million transactions
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per day; 2) No need to mine, improve transaction efficiency

and reduce waste of computing resources; 3) Hard forks are

legally bound and each Validator has a legal agreement.

1) BUILDING BLOCKS

The smart meters in the charging piles are ordinary nodes,

and the aggregators are privileged nodes. Ordinary nodes only

store their own related transaction records, and do not need to

store all the data of the blockchain. Privileged nodes store all

blockchain transactions. transaction during a certain period

of time, this period of time block also needs to be stored.

Aggregators collect all local transaction records in a certain

period, and then encrypt and digitally sign these records to

guarantee authenticity and accuracy. The transaction records

are structured into blocks. Each block contains a crypto-

graphic hash to the prior block in the private blockchain.

Whenever there is a transaction, it is sent to Authority, and it

validates the transaction. The Validator in the POA network

is the elected Authority. After the Validator validates and

signs the transaction, the ordinary nodes synchronize the data

from the Validator.

2) CARRYING OUT CONSENSUS PROCESS

The aggregator randomly selected to become a Validator of

the current consensus process. TheValidator broadcasts block

data, timestamp, and its PoA to other authorized aggregators

for verification and audit. These aggregators audit the block

data and broadcast their audit results with their signatures to

each other for mutual supervision and verification. All nodes

are validated after receiving the complete block information.

If the verification passes, the Validator will send records

including current audited block data and a corresponding

signature to all authorized aggregators for storage. After that,

this block is stored in the private blockchain in a chronologi-

cal order. Discard this block if the verification fails.

E. V2G ELECTRIC VEHICLE TRADING SMART CONTRACT

The EV trading smart contract should conform to the three

principles, namely 1) Charging EVs and discharging EVs

are voluntarily participating in the auction;2) Discharging

EV quotes are classified as confidential during the auction

period;3) Contract execution results are automatically settled.

This section divides electricity transactions into four

phases in chronological order,quotes are classified as confi-

dential including: submitting requirements, sealing quotes,

publicly sealed quotes, and auction and transaction settle-

ment. And we design the main function functions including

submit demand function, sealed quotation function, open

sealed quotation and auction function, transaction settlement

function, etc. We use the electricity purchaser to purchase

electricity as an example to illustrate the design method

of smart contract. EV power trading process is shown

in Figure 3.

1) SUBMIT DEMAND FUNCTION

Any purchaser in V2G can act as a publisher to submit a

request for purchase of electricity on the trading platform

FIGURE 3. V2G electric vehicles based on transaction flow chart ethernet
square.

during the submission of the demand phase. At the same time,

a certain amount of Ethereummust be transferred to the smart

contract address as amargin to avoid false requests. The smart

contract logs all requests and sorts the requests by submission

time.

2) SEALED QUOTATION FUNCTION

Since the information sent by the charging EV to the trading

platform is visible to all, and the reverse auction is a sealed

auction, that is, the discharging EV is required to submit

the quotation and cannot know the quotation information

of the remaining discharging EVs. We divide the bidding

process into two steps: sealed quotes and open seal quotes.

In the sealed quotation stage, the discharging EV uses a hash

function that is irreversible and easy to verify, and connects

its real quotation with a string of custom random strings,

then hashes the cryptogram as a sealed quotation, which

is submitted in the sealed quotation stage. This approach

allows sealed-bid includes both real quote information is not

tampered, leaked not to advance to the remaining discharging

EVs. In addition, the discharging EV also needs to transfer

certain Ethereum to the smart contract address as a margin

to avoid malicious bidding. The value of the seal report is as

shown in the (5).

H = S(v,s) (5)

where: H is the sealed quote; S(·,·) is the Secure

Hash Algorithm 3 (SHA-3) hash function; v is the

real quote; s is the random string customized by the

power seller.
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FIGURE 4. Reverse auction market model.

3) OPEN SEALED QUOTATION AND AUCTION FUNCTION

In the public seal quotation phase, the discharging EV needs

to submit its own real quotation and a custom random string

before the public seal quotation deadline. The smart contract

verifies whether S (v, s) is consistent with the sealed quotation

H submitted by the discharging EV. If not, the quotation has

been considered invalid. Each time a smart contract receives

a valid quote, it executes an auction function that is pre-

approved by all members: the transaction price of each par-

ticipant is recalculated according to the reverse auction rules

until the end of the public offer period.

4) TRANSACTION SETTLEMENT FUNCTION

At the specified power transfer time, all participants in the

power transaction trade as planned. The smart meters feed-

back the actual trading situation to the platform, and the

platform settles according to the feedback data.

After all transactions are completed, it returns the remain-

ing margin.

III. DECENTRALIZED TRADING RULES BASED

ON REVERSE AUCTION

A. REVERSE AUCTION TRANSACTION MODEL

Transaction model is the basic research of EV transactions.

In general, the EV power trading model is only for charging

EVs, discharging EVs and power companies. At present,

the allocation and distribution of China’s power resources

mainly adopts a static allocation mechanism, which makes

electricity prices unable to adjust flexibly according tomarket

changes. Compared with the traditional EV trading model,

we proposed blockchain participation in the reverse auction

trading model as shown in Figure 4.

In the reverse auction transaction model, the aggregator

integrates the charging time period and the required cost, and

finally selects the optimal solution. Before the auction begins,

the charging EVs send their own demands to the aggregator,

so that the aggregator can assign an optimal solution to it. The

demand information of charging EVs includes: charging time

period and charging amount.

When the aggregator receives the demand information

sent by the charging EVs, it sorts out the demand infor-

mation. Then, the aggregator forms a binary set Ri(timei,

requesti) for each charging car demand information. timei
indicates the charging period, requesti indicates the amount

of electricity demand. The aggregator then sends the formed

binary set Ri(timei, requesti) to the discharge cars. When

the discharging EVs receive the demand information, they

send bid information to the aggregator according to all their

power conditions. Finally, the aggregator evaluates all bidders

participating in the auction and selects the highest score as the

winner.

In the reverse auction transaction model, the main charac-

teristics we consider for the electric energy of the discharging

EVs are: sales time period, electric energy reserve, starting

price of electric energy, and lowest selling price of electric

energy. The discharging EVs describe the electrical energy in

the form of a quad, i.e. Bidi(timei, amounti, fPricei, lPricei),

timei indicates the period of power sales, amounti indicates

electrical energy reserves, fPricei indicates the starting price

of electricity, lPricei indicates the lowest selling price of

electricity. When the discharging EVs receive the demand

for electrical energy from the aggregator, they send them to

the aggregator for bidding according to their power storage

situation Bidi(timei, amounti, fPricei, lPricei).

B. REVERSE AUCTION TRANSACTION PROCESS

The study of the reverse auction transaction process can

deepen the understanding of the reverse auctionmodel, which

refers to the links experienced by the two parties in the

power exchange. Compared with the traditional power trad-

ing process, we proposed that the distribution plan of the

power trading process and the price of electricity change as

the transaction proceeds. On the one hand, it improves the

efficiency of power trading by standardizing the description

of power trading information; On the other hand, we study

the end conditions of electricity trading.

In order tomake electricity tradingmore efficient, charging

EVs first send their own power demand information to the

aggregator. The aggregator then sends the sorted demand

information to discharge cars. Next, the discharging EVs

send their own power information to the aggregator. Finally,

the aggregator chooses the most suitable solution for power

distribution. Specifically, as shown in Figure 5.

1. The users send their current power demand information

to the aggregator, including the time period of purchase and

the purchase price. At the time of auction, the users’ auction

order is determined according to the time period of purchase.

If the users’ power purchase period is the same, priority is

given to the power distribution for users who purchase more

power.
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FIGURE 5. Reverse auction transaction process.

2. The aggregator sorts out after receiving the users’

demand information. The aggregator organizes the demand

information into a two-group form Ri(timei, requesti), timei

indicates the charging period, and requesti indicates the

amount of electricity purchased. Eventually, the aggregator

sends the collated information to the discharging EVs.

3. After receiving the power demand information sent

by the aggregator, the discharging EVs send their power

information to the aggregator as Bidi(timei, amounti, fPricei,

lPricei), timei, represents the time period of power sales,

amounti represents the amount of electricity stored, fPricei
represents the starting price of electricity, and lPricei repre-

sents the lowest selling price of electricity.

4. After receiving the bidding information sent by the

discharging EVs, the aggregator evaluates the users’ demand

information Ri(timei, requesti) and the bidding information

Bidi(timei, amounti, fPricei, lPricei) sent by all the discharg-

ing EVs. The aggregator calculates the cost of each program,

and finally chooses the least cost as the final winner. After the

evaluation is completed, the aggregator notifies the user and

the discharging car of the final result. The losers receive the

lost auction information; the winner receives the information

to win the auction and starts trading.

5. The discharging EVs lost in the auction adjust the price

of electricity. If the adjusted electricity price is still higher

than the lowest price lPrice, the new electricity price is the

adjusted electricity price. Otherwise, the new electricity price

is the lowest electricity price lPrice.

6. After each auction is completed, the next round of

auctions is performed in the order specified in 1, and steps 2

through 5 above are repeated until all user transactions are

completed.

After the blockchain selects the appropriate power dis-

tribution scheme, the payment step is entered, as is shown

in Figure 6. Firstly, the blockchain judges whether there is

false quotation and false quantity between the charging EVs

and the discharging EVs. If one has this situation, the transac-

tion fails, and blockchain pays the margin to the other. If this

does not happen, the transaction continues, the discharging

FIGURE 6. Reverse auction payment process.

EV transfers the electricity to the charging EV, the charging

EV pays the discharging EV the ether, and the blockchain

refunds the remaining deposit. The trading scheme and settle-

ment result broad casting to network through the blockchain

consensus mechanism, and the transaction information is

recorded on the blockchain node.

C. PRICING STRATEGY IN REVERSE AUCTION

The traditional pricing strategy is mainly fixed price, that is,

the price was determined in advance when the power was

allocated, which makes the price of electricity not reflect

the real situation of the market in real time. The reverse

auction pricing strategy is using the theory of computational

economics to adjust the balance of supply and demand of
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electricity prices. When at the peak of power consumption,

it is adjusted by increasing the price of electricity; when in a

low electricity valley, it is adjusted by lowering the electricity

price.We dynamically determine the price of electricity based

on the real state of the power resources: First determine the

initial price of electricity, and then in each round of auction,

the losers lower the price according to a certain percent-

age, which may increase the possibility of trading. Finally,

in order to punish participants who provide false information,

when the discharging EV fails to provide power as required,

the final payment is reduced according to certain criteria.

The pricing strategy mainly involves the initial price of

electricity, and the lowest price of electricity and the change

strategy of electricity price. The initial price of electricity is

the ‘‘benchmark price + floating mechanism’’ price negoti-

ated with power generation enterprises. Agreed benchmark

electricity price: both parties can independently negotiate and

select a reasonable benchmark electricity price according to

the power generation enterprise’s power coal source, and

determine the corresponding power generation price as the

benchmark electricity price of the transaction contract. If the

negotiation fails, the benchmark electricity price shall be

determined by referring to the on-grid electricity price of coal

benchmark or the power generation price corresponding to

the long-term contract price of coal. Agreed floating mech-

anism: when signing a power market trading contract with

power users in coal, steel, nonferrous metals, building mate-

rials and other industries and power generation enterprises,

they may independently negotiate to establish a floating

mechanism for the price, comprehensively consider various

market influencing factors, and negotiate to determine the

reference standard, floating period and floating proportion

for the floating. If the negotiation fails, it is recommended to

comprehensively consider the cost of power generation and

various market factors, mainly referring to the market price

of coal, taking into account the price of downstream products

and other market factors, and implement a floating system,

which can be adjusted once a quarter.

The price of electricity in the reverse auction is adjusted

according to the transaction situation after the last round of

auction. If the discharging EV A is the winner in the last

round of auction, the electricity price remains unchanged.

Otherwise, the price of the auction in this round is reduced

according to a certain percentage, but the price cannot be

lower than the pre-set minimum price.

Equation (6) shows the change in the price of electricity

after each round of auction.

pcur
‘

A =











pcurA if A is the winner

pcurA .(1-r) if A is a loser and pcurA .r > precA

precA if A is a loser and pcurA .r < precA

(6)

Pcur
′

A is the adjusted electricity price, PcurA is the current

electricity price, r is the rate of reduction in electricity prices,

is the lowest price of electricity.

Here are two Lemma reverse auction pricing strategies to

improve the competitiveness of weaker earnings discharging

EVs and reduce the cost of charging EVs.

Lemma 1 the dynamic pricing strategy of reverse auction

can increase the profit of the less competitive power seller.

Proof: It is assumed that power seller A and power seller

B have the same conditions of power resources. The price

of A is PA, the price of B is PB, and PA <PB. Therefore,

the power seller A wins the auction, because its price is

lower than the electricity price of the power seller B, which

makes it more competitive. If the price of electricity is fixed,

the competitiveness of power seller B is always weaker than

that of power seller A, so that it cannot win any round of

auction. If the price of electricity is dynamically changing,

the seller of electricity B can reduce the price of the resource

from PB to PB’ until PB’ is lower than PA. In this way, the

electricity seller B can win the auction, thereby increasing

the profit. Therefore, dynamic pricing strategies can increase

the profitability of less competitive power sellers.

Lemma 2 the motivation pricing strategy can reduce the

cost of the electricity purchaser.

It is assumed that power seller A and power seller B

have the same conditions of power resources. The price of

A is PA, the price of B is PB, and PA <PB. This way the

user chooses the power seller A because its price is relatively

low. If the price is fixed, the user always chooses the power

seller A. However, if the price is dynamically changing,

the power seller B lowers the price of the resource from PB
to PB’ in order to win the auction until PB’ is lower than

PA. Therefore, the user selects the power seller B and only

pays PB’. Therefore, dynamic pricing can reduce the cost of

electricity buyers.

D. REVERSE AUCTION ALGORITHM BASED

ON DYNAMIC PRICING

The winner is determined to be the core of power trading.

The main research is how to allocate the most suitable power

resources to the corresponding power purchasers, so that the

overall social and economic benefits and resource utilization

are optimal. The traditional power distribution schememainly

uses a static allocation scheme, which cannot adapt to market

changes. We mainly use the reverse auction method to make

EVs compete for resources fairly by formulating some rules.

First, all discharging EVs provide their own energy reserve

information to the aggregator. The aggregator then selects

from all of the discharging EVs that the constraints are met

and the highest score is the winner. Our goal is to optimize

social welfare and market efficiency through appropriate

winner-determined programs.

The detailed steps of the reverse auction algorithm based

on dynamic pricing are as follows:

1) The charging EVs submit the power demand informa-

tion to the aggregator, which includes the time period

of purchase and the purchase of electricity.

2) The aggregator processes the received user demand

information and sends them to the discharging EVs.
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Initiating an auction for each requirement in the order

in which they are submitted. Moreover, each demand

can only be carried out after the last demand auction is

completed. For the demand initiated at the same time,

the auction is initiated in the order of purchase power.

3) The discharging EVs send their relevant information

to the aggregator for bidding according to own elec-

tric energy reserve situation. The information includes:

the sales period of electric energy, the electric energy

reserve, the starting sales price of electric energy and

the lowest selling price of electric energy.

4) The aggregator calculates the different allocation

schemes and the cost of each scheme according to the

power information provided by all the participating

discharging EVs. And it chooses the least expensive

scheme and puts the discharging EV involved in the

scheme into the winner of this round.

5) The aggregator sends the results of this round of auc-

tions to the discharging EVs and the charging EVs.

6) For the winner, the price does not change. For the

loser, it lowers its price to a certain extent, so that its

final price is PcurA (1− r), where PcurA is the price of the

current round, and r is the rate of decrease. But when the

price falls below its pre-set minimum price, the price

remains at its stated minimum price.

7) Cycle through steps 2) through 6) in the order specified

in 2 until all power purchase requirements have been

auctioned. If the final power seller’s power resources

are all completed, the remaining power demand is pro-

vided by the grid.

Based on the pricing and trading matching of the reverse

auction algorithmmentioned above, we designed the relevant

smart contract. As a program on the blockchain of EV power

trading, smart contract contains a series of EV power trading

information including trading time, amount, buyer and seller,

etc. Smart contract based on reverse auction algorithm as

shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm runs in the form of

program script in the smart contract, which triggers the execu-

tion of the code through trading, and the trading information

parameter is used as the parameter input value of the code,

so the execution of the smart contract can realize the trading

match.

The smart contract based on blockchain is the key to

implement the application of blockchain technology. The

development of specific applications is realized through the

contents defined in the smart contract, such as state variables,

struct types, functions, events, etc.

We define the information of buyers and sellers as the struct

type in the blockchain smart contract, and the contents are

as follows: (1) User information struct: struct Buyer, struct

Seller; (2) Quote: float price; (3) Electricity: int amount; (4)

Demand: int request.

The struct Buyer/Seller establishes transactions between

EVs through mapping.

The time complexity of our proposed algorithm is O(n2).

Algorithm 1 Reverse Auction Algorithm

1: The buyer(charging EVs) quotation queue Rs is sorted

according to the trading period Rtimei, if the trading

period is the same, it is sorted according to the demand

request i from large to small, n is the total number of

charging EVs queue.

2: Rs = {
(

Btime1, request1
)

, . . . (Rtimen, requestn)}

3: The seller(discharging EVs) quotation queue Bids is

sorted according to the start trading time Btimej,

amount j is the storage capacity, fpricej is the initial

price, lpricej is the lowest price, m is the total number of

discharging EVs queue.

4: Bids = {
(

Btime1, amount1, fprice1, lprice1
)

, . . . , (Btimem, amountm, fpricem, lpricem)}

5: Charging EVs and discharging EVs pay deposit to

blockchain.

6: while Rs!={} & Bids!={} do

7: for Btimej ≥ Btime1 do

8: Transaction price: P = min(fprice1, . . . , fpricej)

9: Seller winner: Bidwin
=

(

Btimewin, amountwin, fpricewin, lpricewin
)

10: Volume of trade: M = min(request1, amountwin)

11: A deal: P∗M

12: Seller bid quantity update:
(

Btimewin, amountwin, fpricewin, lpricewin
)

←
(

Btimewin, amountwin−M , fpricewin, lpricewin
)

13: Buyer bid quantity update:
(

Btime1, request1
)

←
(

Btime1, request1 −M
)

14: if request1! = 0 then

15: goto 7

16: else exit

17: end for

18: end while

19: for 1 ≤ k ≤ j do

20: if fpricek > P & fpricek × r > lpricek then

21: fpricek ← fpricek (1− r)

22: else fpricek ← lpricek
23: end for

24: After each round of auctions, the next round of auctions

in the order of the buyer queue, restart 6-23, until the

charging EVs queue is empty.

25: Make records on blockchain according to returns

The miner will complete the following functions through

the logical operation set by the smart contract: The pur-

chase/sale quotation queue will match the transaction accord-

ing to the reverse auction mechanism. EVs with successful

matching will settle accounts and transfer, the settlement

price is the price after the dynamic adjustment. Update queue

parameters for matching and successfully trading Evs. Until

the quotation queue of one of the buyer and the seller is all

completed and cleared, the matching between the two parties

stops.

We add safemath library, which is most commonly used

in the blockchain industry development to prevent security
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problems such as numerical calculation overflow. Mean-

while, we use function modifiers to limit the operation per-

missions of related functions, prevent malicious calls and

other security issues. With the further improvement and

development of smart contract technology, our proposed elec-

tric vehicle trading method based on Ethereum smart contract

will be improved and improved to achieve the coordination of

safety and efficiency.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Unlike traditional trading models, we use blockchain to

ensure energy transaction security and privacy protection.

The benefits gained by we designed blockchain-based

scheme are as follows:

(1) Without reliance on the only trusted third party: EVs

trade electricity in a P2P manner without a third party

to make system robust and scalable.

(2) Privacy protection: Due to the reverse auction mecha-

nism, EVs submit bid prices to the auctioneer without

private information during trading, it is useful to protect

identity privacy and account security.

(3) Transaction authentication: With the help of proof-of-

authority, all transaction data is audited and authenti-

cated by authorized aggregators.

(4) No double-spending: Energy coin relies on digital sig-

natures to prove ownership and a public history of

transactions to prevent double-spending.

B. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to explore the decentralized transaction method

based on blockchain, we divide V2Gmultilateral transactions

into five stages: release transaction, sealed quotation, open

sealed quotation and auction, security check and transaction

settlement. And we use Ethereum smart contract technology

to design the V2G distributed multilateral trading smart con-

tract, built a practical distributed multilateral trading platform

for electric energy. We release the Ethereum private chain

of EV power trading smart contract and conduct simulation

experiments.

Assume that there are 5 charging EVs and 6 discharging

EVs in the V2G network. The required power and trans-

action information of each car are shown in Table 1 and

Table 2 below.

According to the above settings, the transaction price

and transaction volume of the simulation experiment using

TABLE 1. Charging EVs information.

FIGURE 7. V2G transaction price and volume change curve.

FIGURE 8. Charging EVs demand and trading time.

MALTAB are shown in the following Figure 7. The trans-

action theory is 5 rounds and the transaction has completed

9 transactions. The order of completion of the transaction is

as follows: [1, (2, 3)], [2, 6], [4, (3, 6, 1)], [5, 5], [3, (1, 5)].

As can be seen from Figure 7, the discharging EV 2, the dis-

charging EV 3, the discharging EV 6, the discharging EV 5,

and the discharging EV 1 complete the transaction. Since

the initial price of the discharging EV 2 and the discharging

EV 3 is relatively low, the transaction is completed first. The

initial price of the discharge EV 1 is relatively high. There-

fore, the previous bids failed. Because the price of electricity

was dynamically adjusted, the transaction was successfully

completed through several rounds of adjustment.

In power trading, the demand auction order of charging

EVs is affected by demand and trading time. The bidding of

the discharging EVs is affected by the quotation, storage and

quotation time. Figure 8 shows the demand and transaction

time of each charging EV. As can be seen from Figure 8,

the charging EV 3 has the latest trading time, so the trans-

action is finally completed. Figure 9 shows the quotation and

quotation time of each discharging EV. It can be seen from

Figure 9 that although the quotation time of the discharging

EV 1 is early, due to the high quotation, the first round failed

to bid successfully. Since the bidding failed, the discharge

EV 1 adjusted the quotation. In the subsequent rounds of

auctions, the bidding still failed because the adjusted quo-

tation was still higher than other users’ quotations. In the

third round, the bidding was successful because the other

users had finished the quotation time. However, since the

quotation is higher than the other two users, it is not possible
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TABLE 2. Discharging EVs information.

FIGURE 9. Discharging EVs quotation and quotation time.

FIGURE 10. Discharging EV 1 quotation trend chart.

to participate in the transaction preferentially. In the last

round of trading, although the quotations of the discharging

EVs 1, 5 and 6 were the same, but the quotation time of the

discharging EV 1 and the discharging EV 5 was earlier, the

discharge EV 1 and the discharge EV 5 were successfully

bid. The discharging EV 1 submits sealed quotes, real quotes

and random strings as shown in Table 3. The discharging

EV1 quotation adjustment chart is shown in Figure 10.

We compare the advantages and disadvantages of our

scheme and traditional scheme [21] from social welfare [22]

andmarket efficiency [23]. The comparison results are shown

in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows that in 25 tests,

the social welfare of our scheme was higher than traditional

scheme. Since the electricity sellers in our scheme can adjust

the quotations, and the traditional scheme is based on the

blind auction, where the two parties cannot adjust the quo-

tation according to the market changes, so the social wel-

fare of our scheme is higher than the traditional scheme.

FIGURE 11. Social welfare test results chart.

FIGURE 12. Market efficiency test results chart.

Market efficiency is calculated based on actual social wel-

fare and maximum social welfare. It can be seen from

Figure 12 that the market efficiency of our scheme is higher

than the traditional scheme.

In order to verify the applicability and efficiency of our

proposed scheme, we used more data for comparative exper-

iments. By comparing the comparison of the two schemes

in Figure 13, we can see that the success rate of participating

transactions is higher when the number of EVs participat-

ing in the transaction is small, but with the increase of the

number of EVs, the advantages of our proposed scheme

are getting bigger and bigger. Our proposed scheme uses a
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TABLE 3. Discharging EV1 sealed-bid.

FIGURE 13. Different methods of trade matching success rate curve.

reverse auction mechanism to achieve dynamic price adjust-

ment. If the traditional scheme fails in one auction, it will be

regarded as a transaction failure. As for our scheme, after a

failure, the blockchain smart contract will dynamically adjust

the price of the seller and improve the success rate of the

transaction. Thus, the decentralized power trading algorithm

based on reverse auction we proposed can improve the trans-

action success rate. As shown in Figure 14, when the number

of EVs participating in the transaction is small, the time

taken for the two schemes to complete the transaction is very

close, but with the larger number of EVs participating in the

transaction, the time gap between our scheme and the tradi-

tional scheme [21] to complete the transaction is gradually

increasing. Traditional trading schemes cannot conduct P2P

transactions with guaranteed security, it should be organized

through the trading center. The blockchain can implement

P2P transactions under the premise of ensuring security,

no need for trading center participation. It can improve trans-

action efficiency, which is more obvious in actual power

trading. In addition, our proposed scheme only carries out the

consensus process on the preselected privileged nodes instead

of all connected nodes in the blockchain. Moreover, we adopt

POA consensus mechanism, no need to mine, the transaction

speed is fast. The results indicate that our proposed scheme

supports fast P2P energy trading.

FIGURE 14. Different methods of efficiency curve.

The mechanism proposed by us is applicable to the situa-

tion of ‘‘multi-transaction request and multi-response quota-

tion’’ for V2G transactions. On the other hand, it can ensure

that all bidders’ optimal quotation strategy is to declare their

true cost of electricity generation and eliminate the game cost

of producers and consumers. The results also show that under

the reverse auction mechanism, both parties can dynamically

adjust the quotation and have good adaptability to V2G power

trading. As long as the parties to the transaction fulfill the

trading contract, the mechanism designed by us can realize

pareto improvement of all parties.

In addition, compared with the traditional power trading

scheme, the proposed scheme is based on blockchain technol-

ogy, so it does not rely on the transaction third party. In the

traditional trading scheme, the transaction data is stored in the

central server, and the transaction data is opaque and there

is a risk of being forged. The blockchain solves the above

problems through asymmetric cryptography, data signature

and consensus mechanisms to ensure transaction data are

transparent, non-tamper able and traceable.

V. CONCLUSION

In recent years, the rapid development of blockchain has

facilitated the trading of EVs. We have studied how to build a

decentralized transaction model in V2G based on blockchain
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technology. We used the reverse auction rules to design a

decentralized EV power trading process. Then, based on the

Ethereum blockchain technology, the EV power trading smart

contract was designed and a practical trading platform was

set up. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is verified

by simulation experiments and comparison with traditional

power trading schemes. However, the blockchain research

about EV power trading in V2G is still in its infancy, and

further research is needed to make the blockchain technology

truly land.
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